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Abstract: With the vast advancements in Information Technology, the emergence
of Online Social Networking (OSN) has also hit its peak and captured the atten-
tion of the young generation people. The clone intends to replicate the users and
inject massive malicious activities that pose a crucial security threat to the original
user. However, the attackers also target this height of OSN utilization, explicitly
creating the clones of the user’s account. Various clone detection mechanisms are
designed based on social-network activities. For instance, monitoring the occur-
rence of clone edges is done to restrict the generation of clone activities. However,
this assumption is unsuitable for a real-time environment and works optimally
during the simulation process. This research concentrates on modeling and effi-
cient clone prediction and avoidance methods to help the social network activists
and the victims enhance the clone prediction accuracy. This model does not rely
on assumptions. Here, an ensemble Adaptive Random Subspace is used for clas-
sifying the clone victims with k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) as a base classifier.
The weighted clone nodes are analysed using the weighted graph theory concept
based on the classified results. When the weighted node’s threshold value is high-
er, the trust establishment is terminated, and the clones are ranked and sorted in
the higher place for termination. Thus, the victims are alert to the clone propaga-
tion over the online social networking end, and the validation is done using the
MATLAB 2020a simulation environment. The model shows a better trade-off
than existing approaches like Random Forest (RF), Naïve Bayes (NB), and the
standard graph model. Various performance metrics like True Positive Rate
(TPR), False Alarm Rate (FAR), Recall, Precision, F-measure, and ROC and
run time analysis are evaluated to show the significance of the model.
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1 Introduction

In the mid-1990s, the internet developed, and it proved that there was a possibility to share the data
through many methods that were impossible in earlier years. Still, there is no aspect to sharing personal
data [1]. In the 2000s, many people accepted that social networking helps share personal information
online [2]. Social networking is the platform to expand the contact of one person with another individual
through social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, and so on [3]. Social
networking is helpful for both business and personal purposes [4]. These social networking platforms
help to bring people altogether to speak, share their knowledge and interest and form new friends.
Primarily, people can communicate using social networking [5]. These platforms always helped people
for easy use. Social media sites are expanding tremendously in numbers and popularity due to the
aforementioned reasons [6]. Social networking sites help build a career, entertain people, create
opportunities in business, improve an individual’s social skills, and build relationships with each other
[7]. Since the voluminous population utilizes social media sites online, Facebook and Myspace are the
most selected social media platforms that have become remarkable forums for upgrading the business and
alertness operations [8].

The importance of protecting personal data stored frequently in the social networking platform is
considered for granted because many people think social networking sites are a tool for personal
communication. People post their information more on various mediums in the social networks with the
time that turns to unparalleled entry to business and people’s data [9,10]. Social networks have stored a
lot of information that is very attractive to competitors, who want to hurt others. Those people can
destroy work with a large volume of data in their hands. However, social media has become the unique
platform for advertisement for traders [11,12]. Even though there are many benefits to using the
platforms, the demerits also are there in using these sites [13]. These platforms are unsafe from hacking
threats for many reasons. The unwanted person can build a site that looks similar to a Facebook page. In
addition, they tend to attract the user to enter their credentials in many methods [14,15].

Attackers find this as an excellent chance to hack their target due to this feature. The attacker forwards
the message that contains an abbreviated Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that takes the user to the
malicious site [14]. It is difficult to find the abbreviated URL if it is a legal or malicious site. Attackers
may extract this benefit and confuse the user with the abbreviated URLs with the malevolent message.
Some examples are ‘LinkedIn’, ‘Pinterest’, and ‘Classroom 2.0’ professional social networking websites.
Even though the social networking platform has information related to the user’s professional data,
including e-mail id, the attacker can utilize that information to forward a personalized email to the victim
[15]. Few illegal individuals distribute malicious links misguiding the users to a few hacking sites.
Hacking also happens in a conversation medium this way. This work concentrates on predicting the
malicious flow over the OSN environment. The following are the significant research contributions:

1) To acquire a dataset from the available online resources, the UCF crime dataset is used, where
Gaussian filtering is performed to remove the noise over the dataset.

2) Then, feature extraction is done with statistical feature analysis, which includes color and reflection
features fed as an input to the classifier model.

3) Finally, an ensemble classifier model is used for categorizing the malicious activities over the OSN.
The evaluation is done with various existing approaches, and the model shows superior performance
to the other approaches.

The work is organized as: In Section 2, a comprehensive analysis is made, and the advantages and
disadvantages of various existing approaches are analyzed. The methodology is explained extensively in
Section 3. The numerical outcomes of the anticipated ensemble model are shown in Section 4, followed
by a research summary in Section 5.
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2 Related Works

The social networks have inconsistency detection that is taken in numerous ways. Multiple anomalies
are found and aimed with results strategically over the years. These results concentrate on the anomaly
classifications to fix the problems for the user’s identification. These types of anomalies can influence the
utility of social networking. The research has been carried out by Wang et al. [16] on the concept of
vehicular anomalies under ClariSense+. Scientists suggested expanding the description method of
anomaly and examining the technique in vehicular circumstances. The author’s approach concentrates on
the network with sensor capacity and finds the problem concerning the contingency of anomalies in the
same circumstance. The crowd anomaly identification and localization in global and local social networks
were developed by Moustafa et al. [17]. The authors utilize the scenic dynamics to find the crowd
anomaly’s greater correctness. Collaboration is needed to identify the anomalies and define the rules. The
weighted graph has abnormalities and designed an algorithm, namely Oddball, to find the infected nodes
designed by Peng et al. [18]. The rule-based technique is used by the authors that are used to identify the
graph anomalies. The mentioned techniques can locate the specified abnormality in limited circumstances.
Gardiner et al. [19] shows that the anomalies in the social networks available online are the other aspects.
These aspects are investigated that has compromised accounts. Under the name of COMPA, the scientists
designed the technique that can find compromised accounts on all the social media websites [20]. The
methods are under analyzing process, and they are tested on the vast data set that consists of 1.4 billion
Twitter messages roughly and are available in public. Erfani et al. [21] suggested dividing these
approaches into IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems), explicitly detecting an anomaly online in social
networks. The utilization of machine learning techniques is to form the IDS to track the anomalies of the
network effectively and presented by the authors. The anomalies are restricted to social accounts and
harm the network by operating the malevolent source. The exact impacts are considered by Prez et al.
[22] for the anomalies in the cellular network. The anomalies are identified with the point of interaction
as the solution. These techniques use the ideas of anomaly scores by examining the sources, which are
used to interact with the user. Prez et al. [22] developed the change-point detection approach that utilizes
the Sequentially Discounting Normalized Maximum Likelihood (SDNML). These experiments are used
to get the anomaly scores by the authors to find the link anomalies. The authors suggested another
approach called the Group Latent Anomaly Detection (GLAD) technique developed by Zhang et al. [23]
that utilizes the point-wise and pair-wise data to determine the last decision of techniques. This technique
is more effective; there is a lacking of usefulness in the horizontal anomalies due to its lack of
independence for every individual on the group features. Due to the activities of the individual are
disregarding the group causes horizontal anomalies where it can fit. The detection of anomalies has
problems, and one of the solutions is statistics. Natarajan et al. [24] suggested an effective method using
the idea of statistics in the networks for anomaly identification that utilizes the Bayesian technique
analysis [25] explicitly. The authors used the two-phase technique to detect the anomaly that minimizes
the collection of possible anomaly nodes. The current results depend more on gathering information
utilized in learned anomalies only [26,27]. Moreover, the present techniques do not comprise the
marking, real-time detection, and warning systems needed to form the practical strategy to detect the
horizontal anomaly. Most of the presented methods are general and proved in the previous study
explained in this section for the anomalies detection that is not taken for the horizontal anomalies [28–
30]. Then practical techniques are needed to find the level of threat generated using the anomalies and
solve these issues effectively. Tab. 1 depicts the comparison of various existing approaches.
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3 Methodology

This section elaborates the idea of the anticipated ensemble model, which is composed of four diverse
phases: 1) dataset acquisition, 2) Gaussian filter, 3) feature extraction with statistical, color diversity, and
reflection method and 4) classification with ensemble k-NN with Random Subspace (RSS). The

Table 1: Comparison of various existing approaches

OSD Class Type Definitions Analysis

Wrong
information

False news News fabricates, contradicts, or combines the
ground truth and spreads in OSN.

Credibility loss, misguiding in
political and economic aspects, and
public opinion control.

Rumours An unverified assertion starts from one or
more sources and spreads over time from one
node to another.

Misleading people’s decisions, panic
in public, government credibility loss.

Information
Manipulation

Fake data purposefully and secretly impact the
opinions of the public and hide the truth.

Advertising and campaigns.

False reviews Malevolent users create fake news, opinions,
or comments on social media to misguide
other users.

Influencing opinion or decision from
the user, advertising and loss in
reputation.

Luring Hacking The attackers use the tricks to reveal the
personal data concerning accounts credentials,
works, and personal data utilized in malicious
performance.

Leakage in confidential personal data,
launch advertising campaigns,
pornography.

Spamming Attackers send unsolicited spam messages in
volume to the users of OSN.

Loss of reputation, malevolent
advertisement.

Fake
identity

Fake profile Attackers create a large volume of false
identities for their use.

Leakage of personal data, money
stolen.

Compromised
accounts

Attackers hack the legal accounts of users to
create and utilize the fair owners and use them
for ill activities later.

Loss of reputation, loss of an account,
leakage of personal data.

Profile cloning
threat

Attackers clone the pre-existing user’s profiles
in a similar OSN or a different OSN.

Loss of reputation, loss of an account,
leakage of personal data

Crowd
surfing

Crowd surfing A crowd-sourcing method gathers the
attackers and communicates false or incorrect
data to misguide the public.

Malevolent URLs are distributed,
creating astroturf campaigns, and
influencing opinions.

Human
targeted
threats

Human
trafficking

Traffickers use networks and computers to
transmit more significant number of victims
and advertise the services beyond geographic
boundaries for the sex trade or labour trade.

Sexual exploitation, modern slavery,
forced services or labours, removal of
organs.

Cyberbullying The purposeful and recursive harassing online
is cyberbullying to harm someone.

Loss of reputation, cyber harassment,
teen depression.

Cyber
grooming

When adults are trying to build an emotional
connection with a child, they use online to
abuse them sexually.

Loss of reputation, cyber
harassments.

Cyberstalking Attackers exploit the personal data in the SNS
user’s profile, such as a home address, phone
number, schedule, and location.

Loss of reputation, loss of safety,
cyber harassment, leakage of personal
data.
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evaluation is done with the MATLAB 2020a environment, and a comparison is made with existing
approaches like the ranking model, DT (Decision Tree), RF (Random Forest), and NB (Naïve Bayes)
approach. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the ensemble model.

UCF crime 
dataset (online

accessible)

Filtering

Gaussian
Feature Extraction
Color and reflective 

features

Base 
classifier

k-NN

Performance Evaluation
Accuracy, F1-score, recall, 

precision, and ROC

Classifier model
Ensemble RSS with k-

NN

MATLAB

Prediction in OSN

Figure 1: Block of the ensemble model

3.1 Data Acquisition

This work constructs a large-scale UCF crime dataset to measure the ensemble model. It comprises
untrimmed surveillance videos covering 13 diverse real-world anomalies like arrest, abuse, arson, assault,
burglary, road accident, fighting, robbery, explosion, stealing, shooting, vandalism, and shoplifting. These
anomalies are chosen as they show significant influence over public safety. It consists of three sub-folders
like detection_splits, recognition_splits, and videos. It is a large-scale dataset of 128 h of videos of
1900 long and untrimmed real-world surveillance videos, 13 realistic anomalies including abuse, arrest,
arson, assault, road accident, burglary, explosion, fighting, robbery, shooting, stealing, shoplifting, and
vandalism. These anomalies are selected because they have a significant impact on public safety.

3.2 Gaussian Filter

The execution of the Gaussian filter is extensively utilized for noise removal and smoothing and needs a
lot of computational resources and efficiency during implementation. The convolutional operators and
smoothing approaches are mathematically expressed as in Eq. (1):

GID ðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr

p e�
x2

2r2

� �
(1)

The smoothing of the image filter is localized in both the frequency and spatial domains, and thus the
uncertainty function is satisfied using Eq. (2):

G2D ðx; yÞ ¼ 1

2pr2
e�

x2 þ y2

2r2

� �
(2)

Here, r specifies the SD of the Gaussian function. X ; y specifies the Cartesian image coordinates with
window dimensionality. The filter design comprises a multiplication and addition process among the kernel
and image. The image is provided using the matrix form, where the value ranges from 0 to 255. The kernel is
measured as the normalized square matrix, ranging from 0 to 1. The number of bits specifies the kernel. The
image smoothing effect is higher if it has a more significant value. During the convolutional process, the
product of every bit is then partitioned by the power of 2.
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3.3 Feature Extraction

This work considers statistical feature extraction, which includes color diversity and reflection. Feature
extraction is depicted as transforming or converting raw data into numerical features processed while
maintaining the original dataset information. It gives superior outcomes while directly applying machine
learning approaches to the raw data.

3.3.1 Color Diversity
It plays a substantial role to enhance the classification system. Here, global features, i.e., color

histogram, are measured as the essential feature for classification and offer color distribution estimation
among the images. Compared to the raw image, the color ranges in image spam are constricted as the
spammers produce the spam images; however, they are composed of constraint images. It is used for
image extraction that relies on composition, and average modeling considers those image features’ size,
shape, and location. The preliminary step behind this extraction is image resizing. Here, the image is
resized as 256 � 256. The images are further partitioned into blocks and specify the regional arrangements
of those images with the uniform pixel value distribution within every block. After image partitioning,
the mean value of every block specifies the right/left extreme of the image, and the centre image block is
considered for further image processing as the spam images hold lesser content than the provided natural
images. The chosen blocks are supposed to specify the superblocks. The adjacent image blocks
uniformities towards the superblocks computed to give the image-based feature points.

3.3.2 Reflection
Here, the objective is to predict the image regions composed of reflections. Moreover, reflections are

minor images that may be anything. It is extremely challenging to predict the reflections from a single
image devoid of any priors. Image sequences offer superior information for reflection detection. The aim
is to determine the image edge belonging to the reflection by examining the feature point trajectories by
tracking the successive image sequence. It derives an estimate for lðpÞ using the posterior value
PðlðpÞjFð~NðpÞÞ; eÞ. It is expressed as in Eq. (3):

PðlðpÞjFð~NðpÞÞ; eÞ ¼ P ðFð~NðpÞÞjlðpÞjeÞ (3)

Here, Fð:Þ specifies the feature set for matched patch ~NðpÞ. In terms of likelihood measure,
PðlðpÞjF ~NðpÞÞ; eÞ; Fð~NðpÞÞ represents the vector which is composed of seven various features based
on F ¼ fF1; . . . ; F7g 2 R7 to the patch matched NðpÞ where PðlðpÞjeÞ specifies the smoothness
constraints of spatial proximity.

3.4 Adaptive Random Subspace

Based on the Random Subspace generation model, it is observed that RSS and k-NN are conceptually
simple and efficient computational models. It can be adopted for any domain to perform classification
purposes. The model undergoes a probabilistic analysis because of its stochastic components. If the created
individual subspace is more robust, the lack of diversity among the subspace may degrade the ensemble
performance. In this case, the model is viewed as unstable. Random approaches are unsatisfying; in some
cases, the model produces highly accurate results, and it is not clear what makes the model more accurate.
To handle this issue, an adaptive model is proposed to the random subspace, and its objective is to provide
a stable and adaptive model for the RSS model. This section provides a detailed description of the model
with various subspace diversity measures and feature quality used as a component. The anticipated model
produces an incremental subspace to guide diversity and individual subspaces. The significance of diversity
and quality can be adjusted by adopting the hyper-parameters of the algorithm a: For approaching to be
more computationally feasible, there are various adaptive simplifications. Initially, a subspace is created
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greedily based on the round-robin strategy, which generates a non-optimal solution. A strong assumption is
made that a subspace comprises robust features individually with high quality or highly influencing.
However, this assumption is not achieved in practice. It is easily observed that two weak features form
highly discriminant features. Thus, it is essential to perform training on highly dimensional feasible data.
The anticipated adaptive model possesses three diverse parameters: 1) the total number of subspaces to be
generated k; 2) the total number of chosen features for all subspace n, and 3) the weighted coefficient a,
which specifies the preference towards the feature diversity or quality. In common, lower a values lead to
substantially different subspace with features provided nearer to one another. Subsequently, by selecting
higher values, the model is forced to choose the more robust features individually. The selection of
a ¼ 0 leads the algorithm to discard some feature quality entirely while the choice of a ¼ 1 results in the
generation of a single subspace composed of more robust features individually.

3.5 Ensemble-Based Diversity Measure

An ensemble process can provide superior predictions and attain better performance than any single
classifier model. An ensemble can diminish the dispersion of predictions. Various approaches to evaluate
the variety of classifier ensembles are proposed in the prevailing works. Intuitively, increasing the
classifier ensemble diversity leads to superior accuracy; however, there is no nominal proof over
the dependencies. Moreover, most of the model relies on the prediction done using the classifiers, and
the outcomes are expensive computationally. This work anticipates a naïve and faster approach based
on evaluating the efficiency of the feature spread between the subspaces. Suppose S specifies the
prevailing subspaces and Sj specifies the jth subspace. Assume, x is a set of accessible features

v ¼ fxð1Þ; xð2Þ; . . . ; xðdÞg. Consider an added feature inserting xðcÞ into a subspace Sj. The diversity

metrics div mðS; Sj; xðcÞÞ as an average of two components: the proportion of prevailing subspace

composed of many features already div mxðS; xðcÞÞ and the distance to the similar subspace divmsðS; SjÞ:
It is expressed as in Eqs. (4)–(6):

divmðS; Sj; xðcÞ Þ ¼
divmxðS; xðcÞ Þ þ divmsðS; SjÞ

2
(4)

divmxðS; xðcÞÞ ¼ 1� jfSj : xðcÞ 2 Sjgjj
jSj (5)

divmsðS; SjÞ ¼ 1� max
j6¼l

jSj \ Slj
jSjj (6)

By reducing the anticipated metrics, it is ensured that the features spread among the sub-spaces
contribute toward the generation of a diverse set of learners. The assumption under the large groups of
not highly correlated features and the anticipated dissimilarity is simple. In experimental conditions, this
would lead to the complete failure of the standard metrics in some cases.

3.6 Feature Quality Measures

The subspace estimation relies on the strength of every individual predictor. The model uses only the
individuals’ most influencing features that are unnecessary to enhance the discriminative subspace power or
more for the entire ensemble. Moreover, the model reduces the weak predictor (classifier) occurrences with
an average of increased classifier performance. Consider an ith class label encoded as an integer
i 2 M ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Mg: Moreover, LS ¼ fðx1; xiÞ; ðx2; i2Þ; . . . :; ðxn; inÞg is the learning set

composed of n observations, �xðcÞ ¼ ½xðcÞ1 ; xðcÞ2 ; . . . ; xðcÞn � be the feature vector xðcÞ and �i ¼ ½i1; . . . ; in� be
the class label vectors related with the observations. The classification accuracy is defined using kth fold
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acquired using the single feature xðcÞ as the accuracy ðxðcÞ; kÞ. The marginal probabilities of �xðcÞ and M as

pðxðcÞj Þ and pðiÞ and joint probability as pðxðcÞj ; iÞ. The covariance of �i and �xðcÞ as covð�xðcÞ; �iÞ and standard

deviation as rðcÞ�x and r�i: There are three various measures over the two-fold cross-validation in training data
qualitative maccuracy ðxcÞ is attained during the individual feature training process. It is expressed as in Eq. (7):

qualitativemaccuracyðxcÞ ¼
1

2

X2
k¼1

Accuracy ðxc; kÞ (7)

It offers some simple metrics conceptually with essential properties of adopting various
learners. The model needs training of many classifiers based on the data dimensionality. Here,
two diverse alternatives are provided. Initially, mutual information among the target and features 
qualitativemmiðxcÞ ¼

PM
i¼1

Pn
j¼1

pðxðcÞj ; iÞ log pðxðcÞj ; iÞ
pðxðcÞj pðiÞ

� �!
are provided, and the second model relies on

Pearson correlation among cth feature and labels as in Eq. (8):

qualitativemaccuracyðxcÞ ¼
cov ð�xðcÞ; �iÞ

r�xðcÞr�i
(8)

The probabilistic classification characteristics of various tasks are generally unknown. Thus the model
adopts an appropriate estimator as the sample correlation coefficient, which is utilized to evaluate the Pearson
correlation. The concept behind the anticipated measure is to trigger the learning process devoid of specific
accuracy loss. The algorithm for the proposed idea is shown below:

Algorithm 1: Adaptive RSS algorithm

Input: feature set v ¼ fðxð1Þ; xð2Þ; . . . ; xðdÞg
Parameters: Number of features/subspace n; number of subspace k; feature quality measure
qualitative mðxðcÞÞ; weight coefficient /;

Output: evaluated feature subspace s;

1. for i ¼ 1 to k do;

2. Si ! [;

3. end for

4. repeat

5. for i ¼ 1 to k; do

6. for c ¼ 1 to d, do

7. if xc 6¼ Si do

8. Evaluate fscore ðxðcÞÞ ! / � qualitativemðxðcÞÞ þ ð1� /Þ � dividemðS; Si; xðcÞÞ;
9. End if

10. End for

11. Compute xbest ! argmax
x

ðcÞ fscore ðxðcÞÞ;
12. end for

13. Until each subspace is composed of 0n0 features;

14. return S
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3.7 K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) as Base Classifier

Here, k-NN is a supervised Machine learning algorithm applied specifically for prediction and
classification issues. The non-linear decision boundaries are used for regression and classification. It does
not explicit training step and works effectually during prediction. It measures feature similarity to predict
some new data points’ value to represent unknown data points to allocate value based on how nearer the
points match the provided training set. It works effectually for non-linear data when there is no specific
assumption based on the data over the algorithm. It is adopted to classify some new objects with a distance
to label the samples. Here, the k-value represents the number of nearest neighbors, and it is evaluated as a
deciding factor owing to its competency to determine how neural networks (NN) influence the classification
process. The neighborhoods are measured from training data objects where appropriate classification is
already known. Another factor to be considered is its distance function. As known, the Euclidian distance
function is adopted in multiple domains for evaluating the shortest distance among the feature space from
the provided dataset. Usually, the interpretation is performed with some numerical data and is provided in
Algorithm 2. The Euclidian distance function (d) is mathematically represented as in Eq. (9):

Euclidean distance ðdÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXk
i¼1

ðxi � yiÞ2
vuut (9)

Algorithm 2: k-NN classifier

Input: A training set with class labels, Test set, k-value

Output: Class label of the test set

1. Begin

2. Load the input samples for training and testing data;

3. Initialize k-value to nearest data point; //k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

4. For all points for testing data;

5. Measure the distance among the training and testing data (row) using Euclidean distance;

// Euclidean distance ðdÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPk
i¼1

ðxi � yiÞ2
s

6. Based on the evaluated distance value xi and yi;

7. Sort data points in ascending order (xi; yi);

8. Choose top ‘k’ rows from the sorted array;

9. Allocate class to test points over the frequent class of the rows;

10. End

3.8 K-NN for Boosting RSS

This research concentrates on ensembling k-NN with the RSS model to construct a more robust classifier
from the individual performance of RSS and k-NN. The extracted features from the available online dataset
are taken as an input for this model. To model an appropriate predictor model, this work considers two
essential factors. For enhancing the RSS approach, ‘C’ and ‘γ’ are selected through the trial and error
method by applying all the possible values. Subsequently, three critical factors are considered for
choosing the optimal parameters like ‘C’ to establish the trade-off among the classification and margin
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value; gamma (γ) controls the fast of kernel function with growing vectors. Therefore, a grid search is
performed over the ranges for C = 2−15 to 210 and γ = 2−10 to 210. The kernel function is mathematically
expressed as in Eq. (10):

kðxi; xjÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1

exp ð�rðxki � xkj Þ
2Þ

 !d

(10)

To make the model stronger, the optimal k value is predicted for applying various values ranging from
1 to 20: These two individual models (k � NN and RSS) are adopted for categorizing data based on the
optimal values, and the average of these models is taken as the final result. The ensembling for boosting
the weaker classifier is technically interpreted as in Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3: Ensembling RSS with base k-NN classifier model

Input: Features extracted from the dataset, class labels, and number of iterations;

Output: Prediction of classifier accuracy;

1. Begin

2. Partition the entire data into testing and training samples for the chosen features using the anticipated
model;

3. Apply kernel computation using kðxi; xjÞ;
4. for i ¼ 1 to N, do

5. Measure the weighted values of the model;

6. Perform testing with 2� fold CV with minimal weight;

7. Integrate k � NN classifier to evaluate the distance; //k ¼ 1; . . . ; N ;

8. Compute Euclidean distance;

9. Initialize the k-NN weighted value and update the weight of RSS;

10. Evaluate the weighted average among the prediction model;

11. Acquire the outcome with f ðxÞ;
12. End for

13. End

4 Numerical Results and Discussion

The proposed model extracts the features to acquire the classifier and predicts the victim. Here, the UCF
crime dataset is taken, the sample input is shown in Fig. 2, and the filtered output is shown in Fig. 3. The
experimental outcomes demonstrate that the anticipated classifier model is superior to other approaches.
The performance of the ensemble model is computed with True Positive Rate (TPR), False Alarm Rate
(FAR), precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy. Here, accuracy depicts the percentage of appropriately
predicted outcomes (class labels), precision is depicted as the ratio of appropriately classified victims,
recall specifies the coverage proportion of victims, and F-measure is depicted as the weighted harmonic
average of recall and precision [31–35]. These performance indicators are used to measure the classifier’s
performance. The simulation is done in the MATLAB 2020a environment, where the random samples are
taken from the dataset to perform the classification performance. This study chooses various traditional
learning approaches for comparison purposes like ranking, RF, NB, and DT.
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These four classifier models are evaluated with the anticipated ensemble model to provide prediction
efficacy. The FAR, TPR, F-measure, recall, precision and accuracy of the ensemble model is 0.00365%,
97%, 98.5%, 97.7%, 99.42% and 98.8% respectively (See Figs. 4–9). It is observed that our proposed
model works well with the prediction process with the best classifier outcomes. Tab. 2 depicts the
comparison of the anticipated ensemble with the existing approaches like the ranking model, RF, NB, and
DT. The accuracy of the ensemble model is 98.8% which is 6%, 5.3%, 3.2%, and 6.1% higher than other
approaches. The precision of the ensemble model is 99.42% which is 2.92%, 6.92%, 3.92%, and 5.22%
higher than a ranking model, RF, NB, and DT. The recall of the ensemble model is 1%, 4.9%, 3%, and
2.5% higher than ranking, RF, NB, and DT. The F-measure of the ensemble model is 98.5% which is
1.3%, 2.9%, 2.4%, and 8.1% higher than ranking, RF, NB, and DT. The TPR of the ensemble model is
97% which is 1%, 3%, 5%, and 5% higher than the ranking, RF, NB, and DT approach. The FAR of the
ensemble model is 0.00365, which is comparatively higher than other approaches where ranking shows
0.00658, RF gives 0.00879, NB gives 0.00992, and DT gives 1.023, respectively.

Figure 2: Input sample

Figure 3: Filtered image
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Figure 4: Accuracy computation

Figure 5: Precision computation
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Figure 6: Recall comparison

Figure 7: F-measure comparison
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Here, the performance of the anticipated model is compared in various scenarios. It specifically
concentrates on the victim influenced by the attack over the OSN. The attacker establishes attack edges
with the targeted users in the OSN users. Here, the initial scenario refers to the targeted attacks. In the
successive method, regardless of whether the targeted users and the attackers have the same familiar
friends, the attackers establish the attacking edge randomly over the targeted users. This work chooses to
use the ROC curve to examine the efficiency of the detection approach. ROC is utilized frequently to

Figure 8: TPR comparison

Figure 9: FAR comparison
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project the graphical way of connectivity among the specificity and sensitivity for probable cut-off for
various tests. A pivot point moves from the bottom with the sorted list. Else, the OSN thinks of it as a
regular user. The work measures TPR and FPR and uses ROC to quantify the attack probability lower
than usual. To examine the performance of the ensemble model, two attack scenarios are tested
successively. Initially, an attacking edge needs to be set up, and the edge needs to increase gradually till
the maximum amount of conditions is provided to replicate the experimentation. Here, ROC is measured
for all the provided methods at every run. Here, more users are considered, and the order of log2ðnÞ
iterations and n specifies the number of nodes.

After successive experimentation, the work retrieves the outcome, and the experimental results prove
that the model is superior to the testing environment, specifically when the number of attack edges
increases. However, AUC is down trended; but generally higher than 0.93. Also, the proposed model
demonstrates a downward trend, and the values are usually higher than or equal to 0.98. In an attack
scenario, the regions are partitioned when the users are connected to the attacks like Sybil sparsely.
Subsequently, all the provided methods work well when the number of attack edges is lesser. Similarly,
when the number of attacks increases gradually, the AUC is decreased significantly. The anticipated
model preserves the performance while the number of attacks increases and AUC decreases by 0.06.

In the preliminary victim scenario, with the increase in the total number of attacks, AUC remains around
0.96. However, the proposed model’s AUC decreases finally to 0.98. It is observed that the proposed model is
superior to the existing detection approaches. In the following scenario, the anticipated model performance is
excellent for the various systems like ranking, RF, NB, and DT. The proposed ensemble model maintains a
higher performance, and the AUC is generally higher than 0.98. Therefore, it is concluded that the detection
approach shows superior performance under the attack scenario.

Similarly, it is essential to consider an attack scenario experimentally to identify which users operate on
OSN trusts. Thus, those attackers are established directly by the attack edges with the trusted environment
and users, enhancing the ranking model. This sort of attack environment is termed a seed-targeting attack.
This work intends to consider the other two attack environment where k þ 1 is used to specify the
shorted path length, which forms random trusted nodes to the Sybil nodes. Here, k þ 1 is the distance
between the seeds and the Sybil. This attack scenario is termed a distant-seed attack. In the successive
attack scenario, the attackers are unaware of which users need to be trusted by the OSN operators; thus,
they choose the authorized users randomly over the target. It is termed a random-seed attack. The attack
scenario is simulated using the Facebook samples and evaluated during the detection phase. With the
increase in the total number of victims trusted nodes, the performance of the detection model is declined.
The OSN is composed of m social connectivity and n users, and the anticipated model takes time with an
order OðN log NÞ to perform the computation. It consumes OðN log NÞ time to predict the victims or
attackers. The proposed model spends OðN log NÞ to train a classifier to evaluate the victim score. The

Table 2: Comparison of performance metrics of the proposed vs. existing

Approaches Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure TPR FAR

Ensemble (RSS with k-NN) 98.8 99.42 97.7 98.5 97 0.00365

Ranking model 92.8 96.5 96.7 97.2 96 0.00658

RF 93.5 92.5 92.8 95.6 94 0.00879

NB 95.6 95.5 94.7 96.1 92 0.00992

DT 92.7 94.2 95.2 90.4 92 1.023
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trust process of the anticipated model costs OðN log NÞ time for alliteration spends OðmÞ time, and
the iteration is done for all OðN log NÞ times. However, the model needs to take OðN log NÞ to sort the
available nodes using the weighted graph (See Figs. 10 and 11). The training time of the anticipated
scheme is OðN log NÞ, and the running time is OðN log NÞ and provides the cost value of Oðn log nÞ.
Thus, it is known that the cost values of all the schemes are the same.

Figure 10: Weighted graph computation

Figure 11: ROC computation
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5 Conclusion

Based on the various analyses, it is known that attacks on OSN are common by some explosive growth
which seriously influences the users’ security or privacy over the OSN. The nature of the attackers makes the
normal OSN users behave themselves in a rude manner, which makes detecting these attacks over the OSN
challenging tasks. To address these issues, this work concentrates on modeling an efficient classifier model to
predict the flow of the provided dataset samples to enhance the efficiency of the detection process. Initially,
this work examines the features set to attain better classification outcomes and predicts the victim or unaware
users over the OSN. Here, a classifier model known as RSS is adopted with k-NN as a base classifier model to
boost the performance of the weak classifier model. The classification outcome with the proposed ensemble
model is superior to various existing approaches like NB, DT, RF, and ranking model. The attack traces are
separated from the normal users based on the results. The anticipated model assists in the operation of OSN to
efficiently predict the attack. The evaluation is done in the MATLAB 2020a simulation environment, and the
numerical outcomes are compared with various prevailing approaches. Based on the experimentation, the
performance of the anticipated model is superior to the other approach. Additionally, the anticipated
ensemble model is measured as the best available scheme. Moreover, the running time of the ensemble
model is Oðn log nÞ. Thus, it is essential to note reducing the time complexity in our scheme in the future.
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